Effects of DNA topology in the interaction with histone octamers and DNA topoisomerase I.
Several simple proteins and complex protein systems exist which do not recognize a defined sequence but--rather--a specific DNA conformation. We describe experiments and principles for two of these systems: nucleosomes and eukaryotic DNA topoisomerase I. Evidences are summarized that describe the effects of negative DNA supercoiling on nucleosome formation and the influence of DNA intrinsic curvature on their localization. The function of the DNA rotational information in nucleosome positioning and in the selection of multiple alternative positions on the same helical phase are described. This function suggests a novel genetic regulatory mechanism, based on nucleosome mobility and on the correlation between in vitro and in vivo positions. We observe that the same rules that determine the in vitro localization apply to the in vivo nucleosome positioning, as determined by a technique that relies on the use of nystatin and on the import of active enzymes in living yeast cells. The sensitivity of DNA topoisomerase I to the topological condition of the DNA substrate is reviewed and discussed taking into account recent experiments that describe the effect of the DNA tridimensional context on the reaction. These topics are discussed in the following order: (i) Proteins that look for a consensus DNA conformation; (ii) Nucleosomes; (iii) Negative supercoiling and nucleosomes; (iv) DNA curvature/bending and nucleosomes; (v) Multiple positioning; (vi) Multiple nucleosomes offer a contribution to the solution of the linking number paradox; (vii) Rotational versus translational information; (viii) A regulatory mechanism; (ix) DNA topoisomerase I; (x) DNA topoisomerase I and DNA supercoiling: a regulation by topological feedback; (xi) DNA topoisomerase I and DNA curvature; (xii) The in-and-out problem in the accessibility of DNA information; (xiii) The integrating function of the free energy of supercoiling.